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ACCIDENT AT NORTH POLE,
CHILDREN NEEDED TO SAVE SANTA
NORTH POLE - North Pole News Station (N.O.E.L.) reports an accident at Santa’s Workshop early this morning
where “thankful” magic, the only magic known to power Santa’s sleigh, has trapped
Santa in a magic picture frame. No immediate casualties have been reported though
one elf has checked-in to the North Pole General for observation. Children are asked
to fill out a digital wishlist and send thankful wishes to Santa online at
www.tatrotoy.com/giveback.
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Mintergy has reported power outages for over 1200 elves
in the Frosted Hills section, a suburb of the North Pole, and hope to have it restored in the
next 24 hours.

We reached out to a spokesperson at Santa Enterprises, the parent company of Santa’s
Workshop, for a comment on the situation and heard back within the last hour confirming
the event saying that Santa will not be able to visit children on Christmas Eve unless they
can help regenerate the thankful magic needed to set him free and power his sleigh. The
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spokesperson emphasized, “only children can generate the thankful magic to set Santa free
and make sure his sleigh can make the trip this year”. Children can help by visiting
www.tatrotoy.com/giveback to send "thankful" wishes to Santa and visit him in person on
December 12, 2020 in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Santa Enterprises hopes all the "thankful"
magic will be restored in time for Christmas, but they're counting on the children to reverse
that special magic.
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